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SCOUTING REPORT

TOP 20 (12U) PLAYERS/PROSPECTS
1. Jai Smith 6’3 WF Carolina Elite (NC) -6th Grade (2021)
Long, agile athlete who displayed perimeter and post skills, an impact player defensively, good hands, soft
touch, good footwork, can put it on the floor to create his own shot, passes well from the high post area,
scores the ball in the paint with jump hooks and quick moves off the catch. With continued growth and
development this young man could be special.

2. Jacory Wallace 6’1 C The Family (MI)- 6th Grade (2021)

Big physical post player who displayed very good low post techniques and footwork in the paint; really good
agility for a kid his size at this age. Did a really good job of catching the ball in the paint and on the move
while gathering himself quickly to finish for easy layups. Kid lived on the glass this week by gathering
numerous rebounds on both ends; did really good job of keeping the ball high and outlet passed it out to
guards for transition buckets…Showed some perimeter skills a step out and face game…Very interesting
prospect moving forward.

3. Christian Winborne 5’8 G Baltimore Finest (MD) - 6th Grade (2021)
Good feel for the game and plays very poised and under control even in hostile situations...Shoots the ball
well from outside off the dribble and off the catch. Can put the ball on the floor and elude his man with
several ball-handling moves to get him open and to the rim…Plays through contact and is able to finish
inside amongst larger players.

4. Ahmad Harrison 5’9 G Baltimore Finest (MD) - 6th Grade (2021)
A very long athletic lefty guard who plays with a chip on his shoulders. Has very long arms and uses his
length to his advantage on both ends of the floor to get steals and deflections on defense. Attacks the rim
with crafty dribble penetration and uses a very nice hesitation move often along the baseline to freeze
defenders in the paint.

5. Patrick Baldwin 6’1 G Gametime (IL)- 6th Grade (2021)

Really smooth looking young player that should transition to a nice big guard in high school. Handles the
ball really well for his size and has really good court vision in which he uses to makes some big time passes
in transition and the half court. Can create his own shot right now off the bounce or from catch and shoot.

6. Anthony Sayles 5’8 G All In Athletics (IL) - 6th Grade (2021)

This was probably the most explosive scorer in the entire event. This kid will be one to keep your eye on
over the next few years. He can flat out score from any level on the court. Has really good ball handling
skills and has a very quick first step. He has really good size and strength which he uses very well to attack
defenders off the dribble and get into the lane and score. He used his strength and size to challenge larger
post players and even finish around the basket for layups. His first step is really quick and because of his
ball handling abilities, he keeps defenders on their heels which open up several jump shot opportunities;
Knocked down the 3-point shot with ease off the dribble. Has a good feel for the game and really knows how
and when to score…Very good one on one offensive player!

7. Jadun Michael 6’3 F Team Felton (NC) -6th Grade (2021)
Skilled post player who is very long and active right now at this age; Could possibly be a SG on the next
level…Runs the floor very well with good coordination and athleticism for a kid this size and age. Protects
the rim on the defensive end by using his long arms and length to block and alter shots. Will flash to the high
post and face up on post players looking to drive the ball from 15 feet to the basket. Solid offensive skills at
this age but he is a rim runner who is looking to dunk the ball every time he catches it in transition or
attacking the rim inside of 15 feet.

8. Malik Missouri 5’11, F Baltimore Finest (MD) - 6th Grade (2021)

Solid young post player who has a good feel and understanding of the game from the post position at this
age. Did a good job of passing out of the post and can also put the ball on the floor and penetrates to the
basket. Finished well at the rim in traffic and also rebounded the ball very well on both ends…Shows
glimpses of a nice looking jump shot from 3-point range…May be a major asset in pick and pop situations
because he seems to knock down the 3 ball with good consistency.

9. Travis Burress, 5’9, G, Atlanta Celtics (GA) – 6th Grade (2021)
Smooth lefty who handles and dishes the ball well in pressure situations, scores using the dribble or can
knock down the stationary shot, his instincts help him make the right play at the right time, shake and bake
moves make him hard to guard off the dribble, 3 point range, his long arms make him a tough defender and
Showed he could dribble/drive and kick it to the open man…Good looking young guard to keep an eye for
the foreseeable future.

10. Chris Evans 5’11 F Philly Triple Threat (PA) - 6th Grade (2021)
Strong, athletic kid who played in constant attack mode all week…Puts a lot of pressure on the defense
each play with his constant motion and attacking mindset. Showed a nice mid-range jump shot when he was
not able to get to the rim. Decent ball handler who uses his straight line dribbles to get him into the lane
where he seemed to love the contact and finish in traffic…Active kid on both ends of the floor. First to the
floor type kid who found himself always getting loose balls, rebounded the ball well from his position
because he just simply wants it more than anyone else on the floor…Really caused a lot of havoc with his
on ball defense as well.

11. Devon Longstreet 6’0 F Atlanta Celtics (GA) - 6th Grade (2021)
High energy, high motor kid who plays very athletically on both ends of the floor…Has good size and above
average length for his height in which he used to help him gather numerous rebounds on both ends of the
floor this week Showed that he could run the floor and finish in transition with both hands around the
basket…Scored a few baskets in the half court bay facing up on his man from the free throw line and putting
the ball on the floor and driving to the basket for easy finishes.

12. Micah Crowell 5’10 G Team Felton (NC) - 6th Grade (2021)
Solid guard who plays with a lot of poise and confidence…Looks to attack the basket off the dribble where
he seems to have good control of the basketball and is comfortable finishing in traffic at the rim with both
hands.

13. Trevor Keels 6’0 G/F Team Takeover (DC) – 6th Grade (2021)
Good size two-way player. He can play inside or outside at this level...Uses his size to overpower smaller
players in the lane and off the dribble. Pulls out big post players on the perimeter where he uses his above
average dribbling skills to get pass defender off the dribble for easy scores. Finishes well at the rim with
both hands and is a good defender in the paint and moves his feet well when defending smaller, quicker
guards out front. Keels plays with a smooth demeanor. He doesn’t let you speed him up, stays at his pace,
has an old school feel to his game.

14. Christian Clover 5’10 G Philly Triple Threat (PA) - 6th Grade (2021)
Lefty guard that slashes to the basket and scores in bunches. Really crafty with the basketball off the dribble
and uses his dribble to the rim and can finish with either hand in traffic...Natural scorer who can score from
different levels...Knocks down open jumpers and 3-point shots with a really smooth shooting stroke.

15. Chase Cormier, 5’7, PG Atlanta Celtics (GA) -5th Grade (2022)

Small point guard with a good feel for the game and good court vision…Passes the basketball very well off
the dribble. Keeps his head up at all times and is looking to create easy buckets for himself or his
teammates

16. William Lane 4’10 PG Baltimore Finest (MD) - 6th Grade (2021)

Tough, hard-nosed point guard who plays with a chip on his shoulder…defends the ball very well on the
defensive end of the floor by moving his feet and keeping his hands active…His strength is his crafty ball
handling and quickness. He uses his dribble very well at this age and his crafty handles keeps defenders
off balance at all times. Kid plays super hard and with no fear. Attacks the rim aggressively off the dribble
and is looking for the contract when he gets into traffic. Gets to the free throw line a lot because of his crafty
ball handling and pressure he puts on defenders with the dribble. Nice looking form on his shot.

17. Seth Wilson 5’11 CG King James Shooting Stars (OH) - 6th Grade (2021)

Good size combo guard who used his size and strength well to attack defenders off the dribble and get into
the lane for easy baskets. Knocked down a few open 3’s but his strength seems to be getting into the
painted area and using his athletic ability to score in the lane.

18. Kino Lilly, Jr. 5’4 PG Team Takeover (DC) - 6th Grade (2021)

High IQ point guard that seems to have a really good feel for the game and how to play his position; Passes
the ball exceptionally well for such a young player at the age level…High level of court vision and feel. Solid
ball handler that keeps defensive players off balance and unsure of where or what he is going to do. Gets
into the lane and creates scoring opportunities for himself and teammates when he draws the help.

19. Justin Hall 6’1 C Atlanta Celtics (GA)- 6th Grade (2021)

Thin, long, rangy kid at this level but does a good job of using his length to attack the basket from about 17
feet out. He blocked several shots on the defensive end by maintaining his balance and space in the painted
area.

20. Reginald Tinsley 6’0 F Baltimore Supreme (MD) - 6th Grade (2021)

Big body post player who plays the game with a good level of physicality. He knows how to use his size and
strength to create space in the low block area for easy scoring opportunities. His go too move on the block
now seems to be a nice post up and turn over the left shoulder.

BEST OF THE REST
(Players listed alphabetically)

Donald Bell 5’7 F Carolina Elite (NC)- 7th Grade (2020)
Good size and athleticism in which he uses well to get himself in the lane off the dribble to create for himself
or others. Did a really good job of keeping his dribble alive and getting into the lane in which he was able to
create offensive opportunities and also did a really good job of knocking down pull up jump shots off the
dribble when the defense collapsed. Streaky outside shooter who can knock down a few 3’s when he gets
in rhythm and on a roll. Donald was instrumental in Carolina Elite capturing the 12U National Title.

Makye Boles 5’11 F Wellington Wolves (FL) - 6th Grade (2021)

Gets great low post position by using his lower body to seal off the defender and get great position in the
paint. Scores well in the paint by going over left shoulder using a nice jump hook.

Karell Booker, 5-2, 110, PG, Baltimore Finest (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)

Quick open court ball-handler; Tough; at his best penetrating; getting to the basket and scoring in traffic
taking on the big guys…Plays relentless on both ends of the floor.

Avery Brown, 5-7, 128, SG, Gauchos (NY) – 6th Grade (2021)
Tough slashing guard; went strong to the basket and hit the pull up jumper; Major league scorer has the ability to put
up points in a hurry.

Jainaz Cameron, 6’1, F, King James Shooting Stars (OH) – 6th Grade (2021)
Post player, good length and size, displayed good catch and finish ability, challenges shots at the rim, active
rebounder, quick athlete end to end.

Noah Clifford W 6’2 F/C West Coast All-stars (CA) - 6th Grade (2021)
Very skilled, mobile big bodied post player who plays very well from the high post…Did a nice job of flashing
to the high post and facing up on defenders. Drives well from the high post and does a good job of using
solid footwork in and around the basket. Rebound the ball well on offensive glass and has a go to move on
offense in which he turns over his left shoulder after making contact with the defender in the lane.

Christian Clover, 5-10, SG, Philly Triple Threat (PA) – 6th Grade (2021)

Smooth Lefty slasher who scores in bunches, kid really strokes the 3 pointer, and shifty moves off the
dribble get him to the rim where he finishes with either hand, tough on the ball defender or a good
rebounder from the wing position.

Noah Collins, 6-2, 180, F, West Coast All Stars (CA) – 6th Grade (2021)

Fundamentally sound big; showed a soft touch around the basket; Moves very well around the basket; Showed he
could step out and hit the 12-15 foot jumper.

Darius Cooper 5’8 G/F Kansas Pray and Play (MO)- 6th Grade (2021)
big physical bodied kid who can handle the ball and make plays off the dribble...Created easy buckets off
the dribble for him by using his dribble and body to get by defenders…Rebounded the ball well from
different spots on the floor.

Matthew Cooper 5’0 PG Baltimore Supreme (MD)- 6th Grade (2021)
Really crafty little guard with the ball; Knows how to control his dribble and change speeds as well as
direction with the ball in his hands to create easy lay ups…Uses his dribble well to create separation and
space so that he can get by his defender.

Tyson Davis, 5’8, G/F, The Family (MI) – 6th Grade (2021)
Combo guard, athletic, good vision in transition, scores with the dribble or with the jump shot, very quick
hands on defense, 3 point range, has a lot of swag with him, came up with big plays when his team needed
them.

Troy D’Amico 5’8 F All In Athletics (IL)- 6th Grade (2021)

Very active forward who runs the floor well and uses his quickness to get past slower post players; Finished
well around the rim and did a really good job of beating his man down the floor for easy baskets, and also
attacking slower players off the dribble. Finished at the rim with both hands and can even handle the
basketball away from the basket.

Raymond English 5’3 PG Baltimore Elite (MD) – 6th Grade (2021)

Very crafty ball handler who plays with great poise and control…Scores the basketball with ease and
comfort using his dribble to get him to the rim or he will use his dribble to create space for a jump shot. Has
a good feel and understanding of the game…Knows when to pass the ball and when to shoot.

Nathaniel Gordon 5’11 F Xclusive X6 (GA) - 6th Grade (2021)
Athletic perimeter player who possesses good ball handling skills, good court vision; 3 point range on his
jump shot…Ability to play multiple positions at this level and has a good feel for the game…Finished at the
rim strong and with both hands.

Jaden Hameed 5’7 G, King James Shooting Stars (OH) – 6th Grade (2021)
Big bodied guard who plays with a high level of energy and is always in attack mode; Plays very physical
…used his body and size well to attack defenders off the dribble. Pretty quick with the ball in his hand for
his size and loves to play with contact.

Jaquan Harris, 5’9, 2/1G, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) – 6th Grade (2021)
Combo guard, this young man plays with great poise and control, he has great feel for the game and
completely understands when to shoot or pass. He scores it with ease using the dribble to get to the rim or
create space for his jump shot. He displayed great floor vision delivering the ball to the shooter on time and
in rhythm, active on the glass from the guard position and a capable defender.

David Jackson, Jr. 5’3 PG Inland Force (CA) - 6th Grade (2021)
Solid point guard with good ball handling skills…Keeps his head up when dribbling and makes really good
decisions with the ball in his hand. Good court vision and decision making at this age. Always seemed to
make the right pass to open teammates and even stepped in and knocked down open shots when left
unguarded.

Elijah Jackson 4’9 PG Cincinnati Royals (OH) - 6th Grade (2021)

Smart little point guard who did an excellent job of running his team and keeping things in order. Leadercoach on the floor type guard who seemed to know where everyone belongs and was vocal about getting
guys into to position on both ends of the floor. Used his dribble well to elude defenders and was not rattled
when teams tried to trap him and get the ball out of his hands. His leadership made the team go. Knocked
down a few open jumpers but was content with getting teammates involved in the flow of the game for easy
opportunities to score.

Justin Johnson, 6-2, C, Atlanta Celtics (GA) – 6th Grade (2021)

Long lean shot blocker and rebounder; need to get stronger; had problem playing physical down
low…Developing youngster who is all arms and legs…Just scratching the surface of his potential.

Daylan Jones 5’7 F Kansa Pray and Play (MO) - 6th Grade (2021)

Really good player with the ball in his hands; He did a really good job of using his dribble to slash to the
basket and attack the defense from the perimeter. Moved well without the basketball especially along the
baseline where he seems to know how to get open for easy back door layups and scoring opportunities
behind the defense. One to really watch develop over the years if he grows and his skills continue to
improve.

Greg Jones, 5’1 PG DC Top Flight (DC) – 6th Grade (2021)

Smart little point guard who runs his team and is a tough guard off the dribble. Kept defense off balance
with solid ball handling skills and good court vision.

Pete Laidlaw, 6-1, F/C, Miami Top Risers 6th Grade (FL) – 6th Grade (2021)

Lefty big; runs the floor; love his size and frame; soft touch in the paint; hit the boards; defense is ahead of
his offensive right now.

Samuel Larsen, 5’8 Team Takeover (MD/DC) – 6th Grade (2021)
Wing forward, smooth player, handles, shoots the three, and makes good decisions with the ball in transition
and within the offense, good athlete, and capable defender.

Orlando Lovejoy, 5-5, 145, SG, The Family Black (MI) – 6th Grade (2021)

Stocky build jump shooter; Was automatic when he receive the ball 15 feet from the basket.

Drew Lutcher, 5-6, 145, PG, Nike Team Duke Pro Skills (TX) – 6th Grade (2021)
Solid all around guard; possesses an excellent feel for the game.
Rickey McGhee, 5-10, 154, G/F, Atlanta Celtics (GA) – 6th Grade (2021)
Long lean outside/inside player; possesses the wing skills and perimeter skills to be a interesting prospects
in a couple of years.

Calloway Majette 5’6 G DC Top Flight (DC) - 6th Grade (2021)
Really nice feel for the game at such a young age...Lefty that knows how to put the ball on the floor very well
off the dribble and not over penetrate. Smart touch and feel for the game. Takes what the defense gives
him. Will penetrate all the way to the basket for easy layups if there and knows how to pull up for the nice
jump shots and avoids contact or over-penetrating.

Malik Missouri, 5’11, G/F, Baltimore’s Finest (MD) – 6th Grade (2021)

Combo forward, spot up 3 point range, uses good dribble moves to drive the ball to the rim, good passer
from high post, finishes in traffic, active rebounder, tough defender.

Julio Montes, 5’2, PG, Game Time – 6th Grade (2021)
Tough heady little play maker, aggressive defender, handles, good vision, gets into the lane and finishes
plays, 3 point range, very efficient player.

Damon Nicholas 5’6 G Nike Team Duke Pro Skills (TX) – 6th Grade (2021)

Smart basketball player; did a good job of always attacking and putting pressure on the defense. Nice sixe
and feel for a young guard. Knocked down open shots and did a really good job of getting into the lane and
creating easy scores; Rebounded the basketball well from the guard spot…Quick jumper which helped him
to get to loose balls and rebounds.

Julian Nixon 6’1 F/C Xclusive X6 (GA) - 6th Grade (2021)

Very long armed post player that was a very capable low post defender and rebounder. Did a good job of
rebounding the ball in the painted area and altered shots on the defensive end. Moved his feet well to get in
good defensive position and help position to block and alter shots…Caught the ball well on the move in
transition.

Jarius Northam 5’5 CG Carolina Elite (NC)- 6th Grade (2021)
Big time shooter from long range…Spots up very well and shoots the ball with good elevation, form, and
release on his jump shot. Most teams know that he is a shooter so he does possess solid ball handling
skills in which he will put the ball on the floor if driven off the perimeter. He puts the ball on the floor to
create separation and space for his pull up jump shot.

Michael Onyeukwu, 6’1+, Oakland Soldiers (CA) – 6th Grade (2021)

combo forward, good skill set, faces up and can knock down the 12-15 footer, can go off the dribble to the
rim and finish with either hand, quick off his feet, very active on the glass, good timing blocking shots, good
defender.

Brandon Perez 5’9 G/F West Coast All-stars (CA) - 6th Grade (2021)

Smooth wing like player who handles the ball and can drive to basket off the dribble. Makes good basketball
decisions with the ball and handles it well and shoots the 3 well off the dribble and catch…Made good
decisions with the ball in transition and within the offense…Showed good signs of being a very capable
defender on the next level as well.

Bobby Pettiford, 5’5, Carolina Elite (NC) – 6th Grade (2021)
Quick ball-handling guard, moves well without the ball to set up shot opportunities for himself, handles,
knocks down the 3 pointer, tricky moves off the dribble to get to the rim, plays at his pace, doesn’t press the
action, sneaky rebounder from the guard spot, good offensive instincts.

Noah Rittinger, 5-4, PG, King James Shooting Stars (OH) – 6th Grade (2021)
Tough skilled lefty; good passer; sees the floor; Strokes the 3. Noah knows how to play.

Xavier Scott 5’5 G Wellington Wolves (FL) - 6th Grade (2021)

Active scorer who scores well off the bounce…Attacks well of the dribble and knocks down open pull up
jumpers off the bounce.

Dimitrios Stragalinos, 6’0, G, Oakland Soldiers (CA) – 6th Grade (2021)
Athletic wing/perimeter player, handles, good floor vision, 3 point range, defends multiple positions, finishes
with either hand in traffic, displayed a good feel for the game.

Steven Strong 5’4 PG Kansas Pray and Play (MO) - 6th Grade (2021)
Another young slick ball handler who really knows how to use the dribble to keep defenders at bay;
Displayed a lot of slick and tricky one on one ball handling moves that helped him penetrate into the lane
and get by defenders in transition for easy lay ups.

Danny Stubbs, 5-7, 140, PG, Atlanta Celtics (GA) – 6th Grade (2021)

Good-looking guard versatile; solid all-around guard skills…Handles; strokes the 3 and looked comfortable
finishing in traffic.

Jordan Timmons, 5’9, 1/2G, Team Felton (SC) – 6th Grade (2021)

Scores the ball with ease, handles, aggressively attacks off the dribble, finishes with both hands in traffic,
made good decisions with the ball in transition, defends, got a little out of control at times but his energy
aggressive style of play was impressive.

Barry Wild G/F 5’6 Inland Force (CA)- 6th Grade (2021)

Good outside shooter who did a really good job of moving without the basketball and getting open for easy
jump shot opportunities...Knocked down open 3’s from long range with good form and elevation on his shot.

Robert Woodyard W 5’9 G King James Shooting Stars (OH) - 6th Grade (2021)

Solid basketball player with good length and feel for the game…Plays within himself and under control. Has
a little edge to him and is not intimidated when on the floor…Attacks the basket well especially going to the
left. He is a right-handed player but plays hard to the left and uses his length (long arms) to reach back to
the right which is his strong hand for layups and finishes at the rim. Looks to attack the rim if you run out on
him and chase him off the 3-point line…Knocked down open 3’s all week from the outside.

Eric Williams 6’4 C New Orleans Elite (LA) – 6th Grade (2021)
Long armed, active post player with a good feel for the game. Did a really good job of rebounding the
basketball on both ends…Smart kid who ran the pick and roll better than the guards. He would set the pick,
roll to the basket for easy buckets off the pass. Did a really good job of catching the ball on the move and
finishing the lay ups; Also slipped the pick a few times if defender tried to go over the top of the screen.

Zaakir Williamson 6’2 F Philly Triple Threat (PA) - 6th Grade (2021)

Physical post player with good hands and feet who works hard on both ends of the floor; Rebounded the
ball very well on both ends and also did a really good job of working on the offensive end from the high
post…Made good decision when ball was passed to him in the high post. Either passed out opposite to
open man or faced up and made good low post moves to get easy shot for himself.
Joell Wilson, 5-7, 140, PG, Impact Athletics (OK) – 6th Grade (2021)
Solid all around guard skills; Strokes the deep 3. Nice form on jumper; This young man really know how to
play the game.
Brandon Wright, 5-8, 145, F, Impact Athletics (OK) – 6th Grade (2021)
Battles on the boards; scores in traffic and showed a soft touch from 12 feet and in.
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SCOUTING REPORT

TOP 20 (13U) PLAYERS/PROSPECTS
1. Kendall Munson, 6-5, 190, F, Oakland Soldiers (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Kendall possesses everything you are looking for in a dominate player; Munson is comfortable playing all
five positions with ease; Handles (Brings the ball up the court with ease); passes; strokes the perimeter
jumper (range 15-17 feet), rebounded effectively on the offensive and defensive end. Dominated on both
ends of the floor; Kendall has a smooth skill set, basketball IQ, pace of (SMOOTH) play and athleticism sets
him apart from Brandon Ashley and Aaron Gordon at the same age. Kendall has an excellent feel for the
game.

2. Jeremy Roach 5’10, SG, Team Melo (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)
Jeremy really has a great feel for the game; never seems to be in a hurry and understands how to make
basketball plays with or without the ball in his hand. Has a really good looking jump shot and attacks off the
dribble along the baseline very well/really good free throw shooter as well. Jeremy will be one of the most
sought after guards in the Washington, DC area.

3. Robert “RJ” Davis, 5’9, PG, NY Gauchos (NY) – 7th Grade (2020)

Pretty good ball handler uses both hands to finish well around the basket & makes good
decisions/playmaker; showed a nice midrange pull up jumper when he got into the lane and big man
stepped up.

4. Josh Rubio, 6-5, C, Team Charlotte (NC) – 7th Grade (2020)

A load (220lbs) on the block because of his massive size and strength/good hands to catch passes in the
lane and has developed a solid drop step over the left shoulder in the paint…Does a really good job of
initiating contact with his man and then over powering him by finishing with either hand around the
basket/really good agility for a player his size. / does a real good job of blocking shots from the weak side
and in help defense

5. Isaiah Todd, 6-7, 180, F/C, Team Silk (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)
A good looking stallion; Plays the game with an edge and the competitiveness you are looking floor in a
young potential front court player; Goes after everything on the defensive end of the floor; Cleans the glass;
races down the floor and gets his share of layups; Also showed he could hit the turnaround jumper on the
left and right baseline. Coachable young man who didn’t want to come out of the game; Great kid; Mother is
6-5, they are in the process of moving from the city of Baltimore out to the county… Going to be interesting
to see where this young man ends up in another year.

6. Xavier Vaughn Dusell, 6-2, 178, 2/1G, Oakland Soldiers (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Smooth big guard; impress with his ability to handle; score off the dribble or with the jump shot; has a tendency to over
dribble and make his share of careless decisions with the ball on occasion. But there’s no denying Xavier is one of the
top players in the class of 2020.

7. Michael Saunders, 5’5, PG, George Hill Rising Stars (IN) – 7th Grade (2020)

Tough heady ball-handling guard; was by far one of the top players at the 13U tournament; did a great job of
running the team and putting pressure on the opposing guard; The young man opposed his willed in every
game; True floor general that knows how and when to turn it on and off. Young man game reminds us of a
young Tyus Jones…Led the George Hill Rising Stars to the National Championship.

8. Caleb Jefferson, 5-8, G, Northern Kentucky Legends (KY) – 7th Grade (2020)
Very smart, crafty PG that knows how to play the game/makes plays for himself and others/gets into the
lane to score or make drop off pass for the score/knocks down deep 3s with a really good shooting
stroke/very poised and plays under control; A leader!

9. Jalen Nesmith, 5-8, PG, Wiz Kids (NY) – 7th Grader (2020)
Smooth lefty PG; Plays with the flair of the old throwback New York guards; tricky ball handler; showed off
his range on his jump shots by knocking down the deep 3; used his quickness to get in the lane; finish and
drop off fancy passes in traffic.

10. Tyler Alexander, 6-4, 195, F/C, Team United (NC) – 7th Grade (2020)
A talented young versatile big; comfortable handling the ball coast to coast; finishing with either hand;
scoring with his back to the basket and stepping out and hitting the 15 foot jumper; One encouraging aspect
of Tyler’s game is that if he doesn’t grow anymore the young man still shows great potential as a big guard;
Runs the floor extremely well.

11. Dedrick Givens, 6’4, F, Team Charlotte (NC) – 7th Grade (2020)

Athletic, wing skills, scores with the dribble or mid-range jumper, can step out to the 3 point line, solid
defender, solid handle, good passer from the high post.

12. Paul Smith II, 6-6, 190, F, Team Maryland Elite (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)

Intriguing young agile big who runs on his toes; Played like a big didn’t mind going down low and scoring
with his back to the basket; showed a nice touch from 12-15 feet; Footwork was really impressive in traffic.
Attacks the rim and gets to the line where he shows a good-looking follow thru and a soft touch; showed his
solid Basketball IQ by flashing to the elbow and knocking down the 15-foot jumper. And showed he could
pass out of the double team and cut to the basket for easy lay-ups. Lively legs showed good timing blocking
shots and hitting the boards. Paul has the potential to be one of the top players in the DMV (Princes
Georges) region as well as the nation.

13. Justin Lewis, 6’3, WF, Baltimore’s Finest(MD) – 7th Grade (2020)
Athletic wing very talented performer; handles and distributes in transition, finishes in traffic, can create his
own shot with the dribble, knocks down the mid-range jumper, can be a volume rebounder when motivated.

14. Brent Royal, 6-2, 165, 2/1G, Nola-23 (LA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Good looking big guard; tricky ball-handler; scored using his size and length to post and shoot over the
smaller guards and uses his quickness and ball-handling to get by the big guys who tried to guard him;
Showed good court vision and ability to finish in the lane.

15. Kimani Holt, 6’2, F, San Diego Select (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)
High energy performer, faces up 15-17 feet, finishes everything around the rim, volume rebounder, active
defender, solid handle.

16. Trey Galloway, 5’9, SG, George Hill Rising Stars (IN) – 7th Grade (2020)

Nice size young guard; really understands how to play the game; Deadly long-ball shooter off the dribble
and off the catch; Did a really good job of putting the ball on the floor and driving to the basket when
defender closed out hard to take away his jump shot. Used his body well when attacking the basket and
finishing well with either hand around the basket.

17. Kerwin Walton, 6’0, F/G, F.A.B(MN) - 7th Grade (Class of 2020)
Young man had one of the prettiest jumps shot all week. Long lean frame and he seems to be very
comfortable handling the ball and making decisions/really good playmaker with a very high basketball IQ for
a 13-yrs old.

18. Thomas Notarainni, 6’1, 2/1G, San Diego Select (CA) - 7th Grade (2020)
Good looking size for a young combo guard; handles, good vision, finishes at the rim, good athlete with size,
fundamentally sound, plays with toughness, 3 point range, hits the mid-range pull up.

19. Rashad McDaniels 5’8 G, St. Louis B-Mac Bounce(MO) – 7th Grade (2020)
Tough kid to guard when he has the ball in his hand/ scores in so many different ways from all levels on the
floor/very good first step that helps him use his dribble to get pass initial defender.

20. Tommy Anderson, 5-8, PG, WCAS (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Very poised and has a really good feel for the game/ plays at a controlled pace at all times and keeps his
team under control by setting tempo and pace/one of the strongest guards I’ve seen so far at this age
group./attacks the basket and defender off the dribble with the left and right hand/finishes layups with both
hands/seems to always be having fun on the floor.

21. Robert “RJ” Beasley, 6’1, F, Oakland Solider (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Has a really nice shooting stroke with high release/ runs the floor and looks to knock down shots as ball is
rotated around the perimeter.

22. Lamontay Daughtry, 6-5, F, Team Manimal (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)
Very athletic, quick end to end, rebounds in traffic, Blocks shots, finishes in transition, scores with quick
moves and athleticism in the paint, long armed defender, solid handle, high/ low skills, face up 12-15 feet.

23. Brevin Jefferson, 5’6, G, George Hill Rising Stars (IN) – 7th Grade (2020)

Fundamentally sound all-around guard; comfortable playing either guard position; Showed he could hit the
perimeter (15-17) jumper consistently.

24. Tristan Maxwell, 6-0, SG, Team Charlotte (NC) – 7th Grade (2020)

The son of former NBA player Vernon Maxwell...Plays with a lot of swag and passion on both ends of the
floor/strong on ball defender who harasses opposing ball handers constantly up the floor/really good looking
shooting form and touch from long range/punishes opposition if they go under the screen and roll, he pulls it
from deep/really good passer at the age; keeps his head up on his dribble and knows how to get in the lane
off the dribble for easy buckets

25. Chris “CJ” Johnson, 5-10, 1/2G, NY Gauchos (NY) – 7th Grade (2020)

Good size and solid basketball IQ. Has a knack for getting into the lane off the dribble and does a good job
of using his body and strength to overpower smaller guards.

BEST OF THE REST
(Players listed alphabetically)

Chibuzo Agbo,6’4, F, San Diego Select (CA) - 7th Grade (2020)
Plays with power, very active on the glass, contest every shot on defense, keeps ball high and finishes plays
at the rim, developing low post moves, quick end to end.

Tyler Alexander, 6-4, 195, F/C, Team United (NC) – 7th Grade (2020)

A talented young versatile big; comfortable handling the ball coast to coast; finishing with either hand; scoring with his
back to the basket and stepping out and hitting the 15 foot jumper; The encouring aspectsof of Tyler game is that if he
doesn’t grow anymore. The young man still shows big guard ability; Runs the floor extremly well.

Obinna Anyanwu, 6’4, F/C, San Diego Select (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Long athlete, quick end to end, contest everything on defense, active rebounder, raw offensively but can
catch and finish in traffic.

Jamal Xavier Barnes, 6-2, 150, WF/SG, Team Takeover (MD/DC) – 7th Grade (2020)
Top prospect on the Team Takeover 13U team…Smooth young wing impressed with his ability to score off the dribble;
slash to the basket; Stroke the 3 with consistency. Used his long wingspan to play the passing lane and pick up his
share of steals. Jamal has the look of one of the top wing players in the class of 2020.

Joseph Bamisile, 5-8, 145, PG, Team Loaded (VA) 7th Grade (2020)

Talented point guard; impressed with his ability to run a team; make sound decisions; knock down the
3…Showed a variety of moves off the dribble…Gave the Team Takeover guards a lot of problems with his
quickness and feel for the game.

Cornelius Bullock, 6’0, G/F, NOLA (LA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Bulldozer on the baseline, uses body well to score and create rebounding angles, always around the ball,
great finisher.

Ricky Canady, 5’10, G, Caron Butler Elite (WI) - 7th Grade (2020)

Handles, attacks the rim off the dribble, solid finisher in traffic, solid mid-range skills, active defender, shot
mechanics need some work

Lance Chestnut, 5’10, WG, Team Philly (PA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Attacks rim with the dribble, nose for the ball, gets a lot of sneaky buckets around the basket by getting his
hands on 50/50 balls, mid-range pull up, 3 point range.

Ryan Conway, 5-10, 1/2G, Team Melo (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)

Really aggressive guard who gets into the lane off the dribble and finishes in traffic; does a great job in
drawing contact and getting the And 1/shoots the ball very well from long range/gets into the gaps and hits
the floater or makes good pass in the post to big man for finish.

Zahmir Carroll, 6’3, F, Chester Select (PA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Long athlete, defends the rim, active rebounder, very quick end to end, can catch and finish in traffic.

Jyare’ Davis,6-4, G/F PBC Boys and Girls Club Greater Newark (NJ) – 7th Grade (2020)
Versatile long lanky kid who can play facing the basket and back to the basket; Rebounds well/gets it off the
glass and pushes ball up in transition/took a few plays off when pushed hard by other players his size.

David Decosta, 6’2, F, Wiz Kids (NY) – 7th Grade (2020)
Great footwork in the low post, powerful frame/body of a linebacker, great outlet passer (Wes Unseld like),
active on the glass, defends the lane, finishes with both hands, if he grows could be good.

Isaiah Dodd, 5-7, PG, Caron Butler Elite (WI) – 7th Grade (2020)

Power guard, shake and bake handles, need to see more of his range but it was hard for defenders to keep
him out of the lane, good floor vision, and great on the ball defender.

Michael Eads, 5’11, PG, Heart and Hustle – 7th Grade (2020)
Scores with the dribble or mid-range jumper, finishes in transition, solid handle, capable defender, gets to
the line a lot and makes free throws.

Elvin Edmonds IV, 5-10, 145, SG, Team Loaded (VA) – 7th Grade (2020)

One of the better perimeter shooters at the nationals; Shoots it with ease from 25 feet; a legit knock down 3pt shooter
and solid ball-handler; plays like a coach’s son.

Elijah Hutchins-Everett, 6-6, F/C, Kings Street Kings (NJ) – 7th Grade (2020)

Passes well out of the post for a big man at this age/blocks shots with great timing and agility without
fouling/still somewhat raw and growing into his long frame and body but has a really good understanding of
the fundamentals of being a post player/keeps the ball up high on rebounds and when shooting./did great
job of flashing to the high post, facing up on man and with driving to basket or knocking down a 12 foot
jumper that looks really good/really good, soft shooting touch for a big man.

Kyle Edwards, 6’2, F, NOLA (LA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Quick end to end, finisher at the rim, finishes plays off the wrong foot at times, love his energy, offensive
skills still developing but he scores the ball using his athleticism, has some perimeter handling skills.

Ahmad Fair, 5’8, PG, Team Philly (PA) - 7th Grade (2020)
Scrappy player who can beat you off the dribble and finish in the lane or knock down the pull up jumper,
handles, 3 point range, defends good floor vision. **

Romello Faison, 5’5, PG, Brooklyn Kings (NY) – 7th Grade (2020)
Tricky ball handler who gets in the lane to score or kick out, uses both hands well, tough on the ball
defender, good vision in transition.

Hamilton Agbayi-Gbugu, 6-1, 190, F, FBCG Dynamic Disciples (MD) 7th Grade (2020)

Strong frame; Showed the ability to score down low; soft hands; ran the floor; hit the boards and showed he
could step out and knock down the 12 foot jumper.

Chase Geason, 6-2, 170, F, NOLA (LA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Athletic active wing player; played big down low; hit the glass; ran the floor; scored around the basket and
showed the ability to defend interior or wing players.

Dartravien Gregory, 5-10, PG, Acadiana Stars (LA) - 7th Grade (2020)
Makes good decisions with the ball, tough off the dribble, active rebounder, defends the ball well, takes
advantage of mismatches, 3 pt. Range, hard to keep him out of the lane, and leads his team.

Bryce Hall, 6’1, G, Team Prodigy (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)

Solid handle, mid-range skills, defends up or down, finishes well in transition, 3 point range.

John Hardy, 6’3, F, YBR Elite(TN) – 7th Grade (2020)
Developing low post skills, uses physical strength to score around the rim, soft hands, defends, rebounds,
and runs the floor.

Jacob Harris, 5-10+, 150, PG, Boston Bobcats (MA 7th Grade (2020)

Tough quick take it end to end ball handler who is at his best breaking down opponents with his quick
crossover moves; hitting the floaters; taking the bump and finishing in the lane and knocking the 3. Well-built
young man who didn’t mind the pushing and shoving…Played with a lot of intensity and makes all over the
floor.

Camren Hayes, 5’8, PG, CBC Elite (NY) – 7th Grade (2020)

Quick guard that has a knack for scoring; Not afraid to taking the big shots; Shot it well from the perimeter
and did a great job of getting into the lane and using his body to avoid the shot blockers and finish in traffic.

Odahri Hibberts, 6’3, F, Mass. Commanders (MA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Strong, physical player, face up skills 10-12 feet, runs the floor, good hands, at times reacts to the play a
little slowly, active on the glass, especially on the defensive end, needs to manage his emotions a little
better.

Luke Hill, 5-7, 134, PG, Team Takeover (MD/DC) – 7th Grade (2020)

Solid young guard; Handles the rock; made solid decisions with the ball; hits the open jumper; scores off
penetration and hit the floater. Fundamentally sound guard that plays with a lot of poise.

Deandre Hipolite, 5-10, PG, Acadiana Stars (LA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Active wing forward…baseline skills, good motor, finisher around the basket, attacks the rim off the dribble,
defender, and active on the glass.

Nishawn Hodge, 6’0, G, CBC Elite(SC) – 7th Grade (2020)
Athletic, handles in transition, guard skill, good decisions with the ball, finisher at the rim off the dribble, solid floor
vision.

Kimani Holt, 6’2, F, San Diego Select (CA) – 7th Grade (2020)

High energy performer, faces up 15-17 feet, finishes everything around the rim, volume rebounder, active
defender, solid handle.

Tyrelle Hunt, 6’2, F, Team Manimal (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)

Strong athletic forward, goes to war on the baseline, physical defender, face up 12-15 feet, volume
rebounder.

Zeb Jackson, 5-7, 145, PG, King James Shooting Stars (OH) 7th Grade (2020)
Sleek lefty ball handler; impress with his ability to create; penetrate; stroke the deep 3 and make plays for
his teammates. One of the quicker and tricky ball-handlers at the Nationals…loved his swagger and
confidence on both ends of the floor. I am confident; we will be seeing young Zeb in coming years playing a
major role in the King James program.

Christopher Johnson, 6’1, G/F, YBR Elite (TN) – 7th Grade (2020)

Silky smooth wing, plays with good pace, scores off the dribble or with the pull up jumper, has the ability to
post up smaller players and go around bigger players with ease, really good feel for the game, and makes
the right passes on time, 3 point range.

Casey Jones Jr, 5’2, PG, St Louis Driving Force (MO) – 7th Grade (2020)

Scores off the dribble…stationary jump shot, good floor vision, smart floor leader, tough defender.

Taimon Jones, 5’9, G, FBCG Dynamic Disciples (MD/DC) – 7th Grade (2020)
Range extends to the 3 point line, deceptive first step, solid handle, capable defender.

TaQuavion King, 6’0, G, Athletic Club (GA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Solid around wing, impress with his ability to hit the spot up 3 pointer, runs the floor, decent perimeter
handle, defends, rebounds on the defensive end, can get a little shot happy at times.

Toneari Lane, 6’2, WF/G, YBR Elite (TN) – 7th Grade (2020)

Smooth athletic wing scorer, does it off the dribble or with the jump shot, handles, active defender, good
rebounder from the wing position, high energy performer.

Keshawn Lawrence, 6’1, G/F, YBR Elite(TN) – 7th Grade (2020)
Athletic wing, slasher who finishes at the rim, tough on the ball defender, loves to initiate contact driving the
ball, streaky shooter.

Justin Lewis, 6-5, 190, F, Baltimore’s Finest (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)
This young kid has grew over 4 inches in the last 6 months; impressed with his ability to play big down low using his
length; showed he could face and hit the 12-15 foot jumper; Smooth running big who looks the part; hit the boards and
finish around the basket. If Justin continues to work on his game, he will be a special player.

Olumide Lewis, 5-6, 1/2G, All City Elite (DC/MD) – 7th Grade (2020)

Athletic combo guard, handles, good floor vision, finishes at the rim, 3 pt. range, excels in transition, tough
on the ball defender, a leader.

Caleb Love, 5’10, 1/2G, Team Ramey (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)

Flat out scorer/shoots the ball well from long range/reads the defense well and takes what they give him/can
get to the basket anytime he wants because of above average ball handling skills.

Demarcion Lyles, 6’3, WF, NYBA Elite (TN) – 7th Grade (2020)
High energy performer, very active defender, tough on the glass, decent handle in transition, can catch and
finish, back to the basket skills are developing.

Teddy Marshall, 5’10, G, FBCG Dynamic Disciples (MD/DC) – 7th Grade (2020)

Strong build point guard, reminds the BHS staff of a young James Robinson both in his mannerisms and
style of play, good feel for the game, very good floor vision, good anticipation on defense, gets the most out
of being a good not great athlete.

Silas Mason, 6’3, CBC Elite (SC) – 7th Grade (2020)

Athletic wing finishes well in transition with both hands, handles, and defends, good timing blocking shots,
quick end to end.

Kekoapooka McArdie, 6-5, F, NY Gauchos(NY) – 7th Grade (2020)

Big man who looks as if he will put on more weight and strength as he gets older; does a good job of
keeping the ball high on rebounds and catches in the paint on the move/finishes well around the
basket…Also showed excellent timing blocking shots and protecting the rim.

Montez McNeil, 6’4, F, Team Melo (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)

Very physical, bruising post player/does a really good job of getting and sealing low post position/good
defender. Blocks shots and does a good job of rotating and helping on defense/scores with ease over his
left shoulder in the post/ gets really good position and turns right into the chest of the defender to get him off
balance and powers up for the easy basket.

Kesabian Mitchell, 5-11, G, Athletic Club (GA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Long arms ball-handler, very quick line to line, athletic finisher, plays with control and poise, makes very
good decisions delivering the ball, active defender, runs his team with confidence, streaky shooter.

Keyan Mims, 6’1, WF, CBC Elite(SC) – 7th Grade (2020)
Athletic wing, scores with dribble moves in space, long/rangy frame, handles, active on the glass.

Sangolay Njae, 6’3, F, Team Prodigy (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)

Athletic wing, high energy player, handles and finishes in transition, very active on the glass, streaky
shooter, loves to use the dribble to get to the rim, good on the ball defender.

Jamiu Ojulari, 6’2, F, Heart Over Hype(GA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Plays hard on both ends of the floor, scores in the paint with quick moves, protects the lane on D, rebounds
in traffic.

Karsen Perkins, 6-2, 185, SG, Team United (NC) 7th Grade (2020)

Major league athlete; impress with his ability to slash to the basket and finish; also at his best taking his man
off the dribble anytime he wanted to; Karsen is at his best getting out in the open floor and using his length
and superior leaping ability. Consistent on his jump shot away from being a potential special player.

Duncan Powell, 6’1, F, Basketball Means More (TX) – 7th Grade (2020)
High post skills, face jumper 12-15 feet, solid rebounder, active defender, good feel for the game.

Jabri Abdur-Rahim, 6-5, CAS(CA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Pretty good big guard who handles the ball well for his size at this age/strong feel and touch for the
game/made good decisions with the basketball/attacks well off the dribble from the perimeter/finishes well
around the rim with either hand/son of former NBA star Shareef Abdur-Rahim.

Jalen Rivers, 6’3, F/C, Heart and Hustle – 7th Grade (2020)

Built like an offensive lineman, good hands, lacks explosion but knows how to use his body to create space,
footwork is a little mechanical but size still makes him effective, defends space, runs the floor decently,
gives you 2 to 3 minute spurts then has to recharge.

Mekhi Robinson, 6-3, 190, F, Speed (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)
Tough interior scorer dominated on both ends of the floor; Pumped in 31 points in the 1st pool play game;
scoring in a variety of moves and plays around the basket, dominates the glass. Long post, runs the floor
well, passes well out of the double team, rebounds on both ends, defends the lane, gathers himself before
making move/never rushed with the ball, finished through contact.

Shon Robinson, 6’4, F, Team Prodigy (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)

Long athletic forward, always around the ball, good hands, very quick end to end, decent rim protector,
decent handle, get to the line a lot and can make free throws, will become a better finisher as he gets
stronger.

Cameron Rowe, 5-1, PG, Team Manimal (IL) – 7th Grade (2020)
Small guard that shot the ball very well from deep when left open; has a quick trigger and high release on
his jump shot which made it hard for opponents to block his shot.

Terrell Rush Jr, 5’9, 1/2G, St Louis Driving Force (MO) – 7th Grade (2020)

Athletic, scores the ball with ease off the dribble or with the pull up Jumper, really instinctive offensive
player, gets after it on defense, plays with great intensity, and really competes.

Jaedaun Slack, 6’1, F, Basketball Means More (TX) - 7th Grade (2020)
Physical power forward, volume rebounder, good hands, finishes at the rim, runs the floor well, high energy
guy, defends.

Deivon Smith, 5’2, PG, ATL Volts (GA) – 7th Grade (2020)

Feisty competitor, runs his team, tough off the dribble, can finish at the rim, makes solid decisions with the
ball, pesky on the ball defender.

William Sykes, 6’4, F, Baltimore’s Finest (MD) – 7th Grade (2020)
Active post player, long frame, good athlete, looks a little mechanical at times but gets the job done, good
high/low passer, solid hands, defends the lane, solid on the glass, finish will improve with strength.

Joshua Taylor, 6’3, WF, ATL Volts (GA) – 7th Grade (2020)
Low post prospect; displayed soft hands, face up jumper out to 12 feet, knows how to establish and hold
position on the blocks, rebounds the ball, good defender, nice looking stroke.

Jacolbe Cowan-Tidwell, 6’4, F, CBC Elite (SC) – 7th Grade (2020)

Physical presence uses body well to establish rebounding position, good hands, just enough explosion, nice
looking stroke from free throw line, active on the low post, gets to the line, defends.

Demarco Watson, 5-8, PG, NY Gaucho (NY) – 7th Grade (2020)

Crafty guard who is always in attack mode/gets into the lane with ease off the dribble for easy basket/strong
on the ball defender/spent the week guarding opposing team best scorer…Use his length and athleticism to
deflect passes and get rebounds outside of his area.
Nicholai Wilds, 5-10, 1/2G, Team United (NC) – 7th Grade (2020)
Tough combo guard; impress with his ability to dominate without scoring a basket; Used his quickness to create
scoring opportunities for his teammates and his self; Explosive open court guard.

Chantz Williams, 6’3, WF, Heart and Hustle - 7th Grade (2020)

Active on both ends of the floor, finishes in the lane, very quick end to end, volume rebounder, raw
offensively but scores with quickness, protects the rim.

Jacoby Williams, 5-11, G, LA Jaguars (LA) - 7th Grade (2020)
Athletic wing, slasher who attacks the rim hard, good vision in the open court, active defender, hard to stop
off the dribble, finish is inconsistent at times when he is playing for the foul instead of the bucket.

Ketaan Wyatt, 5-7, G, King James Shooting Stars(OH)
Smart basketball player who moves well without the basketball and finds ways to score without wasting a lot
of motion and energy...Really good at attacking the basket from the 3 point line off the dribble.
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TOP 25 (14U) PLAYERS/PROSPECTS
1. Wendell More, 6’5, Team CP3 (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Athletic wing, potential 3 position player at the HS level, handles, distributes, scores of the dribble, solid midrange
skills, high level defender, excels in transition, solid floor vision, consistent Jump shot away from being really special.
2. Ernest Johnson, 5’7, PG, City Stars (CA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Super skilled point guard, quite possibly the best young floor general I have seen in quite a while. This kid has great
body control when attacking the defense and drops dimes in rhythm, an elite level on the ball defender, finishes at the
rim by absorbing the contact with his strong frame and finishing with either hand, can knock down open shots.
3. Jason Harris, 6’6, F, City Stars (CA) 7th Grade (2020)

Scores by using a variety of skills from the high or low post, knocks down the face up jump shot out to 3
point range, solid shot blocker, very quick end to end, solid one on one handle, needs to get stronger to
consistently finish in traffic and not yet a volume rebounder but has the potential to improve both these
areas of his game.
4. Jordan Brown, 5’6, PG, Game Elite (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)

Great handle in transition and the half court situation, great floor vision, tough moves off the dribble, finishes
at the rim with both-hands, great on the ball defender, this kid has a great feel for the game and knocks
down the jump shot with DEEP 3 point range.
5. Bryce Wills, 6’2+,1/2G, New Heights (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)

Extremely skilled combo guard, scores easily off the dribble, can knock down the midrange pull up and has
3 point range, long armed defender, and active on the glass from the guard position, plays with a lot of
poise, has a chance to be really good.
6. Garrett Anderson, 5’9, G/F, SF Thunder (FL) – 8th Grade (2019)

Really skilled offensive player, has a very high basketball IQ, scores the ball with ease off the dribble or by
setting up the midrange jumper off the dribble, deep 3 point range, good floor vision, displays solid floor
vision, and is a capable defender.
7. Romeo Weems, 6-5, F, The Family (MI) – 8th Grade (2019)
A major league talent; was a man among boys at the event; has the size and strength to be a problem
inside/outside. Romeo has the potential to be a major force and a player to keep an eye on in the next two
years.

8. Kobe Langley, 6-1, 155, 1/2G, Team CP3 (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Athletic lefty combo showed in the championship game against the talented City Stars teams that he is one
of the top guards in the class of 2019. Showed he dominate the game passing or scoring the ball driving or
stroking the 3pt jumper.
9. Deion Jackson, 6-2, 160, SG, Meanstreets (IL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Nice size guard; at his best getting to the basket but looked comfortable knocking down the 15-17 foot
jumper; Nice follow thru jumper.
10. Jalen Thomas, 6-7, 190, F/C, The Family (MI) - 8th Grade (2019)
Developing big guys; I truly believe his best days are ahead of him; Jalen has the size, length, and
athleticism to be a force once he gets stronger. It’s going to be fun watching him compete on the national
level for the next three years.
11. Raquan Brown, 6-0, PG, Team Charlotte (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Skilled PG; Possesses set to be a major league PG on the high school level; ball distributor and 3pt shooter.
12. Jashua Nickleberry, 6-3, SG, Team Loaded (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Good looking big guard; possesses the size and ability to be a one of the top two-guards in the state of
Virginia.
13. Myles Baker, 6-1, SG, Meanstreets (IL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Solid quick wing; slashes to the basket; possesses long arms to play the passing lanes on the defensive end
of the floor; quick open court scorer; aggressive all-around offensive player who is comfortable hitting the
perimeter jumper or finishing around the basket.
14. Wesley Kraker (W), 5-4, PG, Let It Fly (TN) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tough and Poised ball handler…crafty ball handler who knows how to the play the PG position; a coach on
the floor; Major league competitor.
15. Judson Arthur Martindale (W), 6-2, WF/G, BABC (MA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Good looking perimeter jump shooter; Hits the spot up jumper; off the dribble and coming off curls; Athletic
leaper.
16. Taeyon Nelson, 6-7, PF/C, Meanstreets (IL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Solid interior big; Runs the floor; gets to the line; shows a nice looking stroke on his free-throw shooting;
Tough interior big who protects the rim at a high level.
17. Demarr McRae, 6-1, 2/1G, Team Richmond (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
One of the better-looking combo guards, I watched at the 14’s. Showed he could score or distribute the ball
at a high level.
18. Christopher White, 6-5+, F, Meanstreets (IL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Athletic forward; runs the floor; Christopher is a high-energy high flying wing who gets after it on both ends of
the floor. Active rebounder; Scores in a variety of ways on the offensive end; Showed decent ball-handling
skills and ability to face and hit the 12-foot jumper.

19. Trenton Mytrelle Payne, 6-5, WF, LA Razorbacks Elite (LA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tough athletic jumping forward; impress with his ability to score with ease around the basket with either
hand; showed he could face and hit the elbow jumper…Trenton has the potential to be a good player.
20. Joseph Yesufu, 5-10, PG, Meanstreets (IL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Quick explosive little guard; strokes the 3; Scores the ball in a variety ways with the ball; leading scorer on
the team at the 14’s; plays a little out of control. But Joseph is a aggressive go-getter who doesn’t back
down from anybody.
21. Donta Scott, 6-5, F, Philly Triple Threat (PA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Good looking jump shooter; legit 3pt marksman; Showed he could slash and finish around the basket and in
the open court.
22. Darrell Collins, 6-2, SG, Baltimore Supreme (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Long good looking wing guard; impress with his ability to score from anywhere on the floor; Darrell just need
to be more consistent and work on all of the facets of his game…Another youngster who has a chance to be
a solid high school player if he puts the time in the gym.
23. Al-Amir Dawes, 5-9, 1/2G, Hilltopperheat Basketball Club (NJ) - 8th Grade (2019)
This young man just gets buckets; Smart; quick and tough. Was double teamed throughout the event! Was
probably the leading scorer in the 14U Nationals this year, had several games of 30 points or more at the
14’s.
24. Adam Cisse, 6-7, C/F, NY Gauchos (NY) – 8th Grader (2019)
Long rangy big; runs the floor; showed a soft touch from 10-12 feet; Need to get stronger; Possesses the
wing-span to be a major league shot blocker.
25. Jahvon John, 6-5, F, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Long rangy big; gets after it on both ends of the floor; finish with either hand in traffic…faced and hit the 1012 foot jumper.

BEST OF THE REST
(Players listed alphabetically)

Michael Isaiah Allen, 5-10, PG, K.Y.W.A Magic (KY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Big time 3-pt shooter; Showed a quick release on jumper; used his quickness to get to the basket and finish
amongst the big guys.
Claude Amsellem, 6’7, C, MD Playmakers Black (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Solid athlete, pretty good footwork, good hands, keeps ball high, good fundamental post skills, kid competes
and held his own against more athletic players, with continued work and added strength he has a good
upside.
Isiah Amazan, 6-1, 155, SG, Brooklyn Rens (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Quick slashing wing guard put up solid numbers throughout the 14U nationals; average over 15pts a game.
Christian Baker, 5-11, PG, K.Y.W.A Magic (KY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Solid guard; Handle; made plays on both ends of the floor using his quickness to finish in traffic and in the
open court.
Brandon Barron 5’7, G, Southern Stampede (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Bouncy guard whose plays well off his athleticism. Looks to get to the rim off the dribble on offense and
rebounds the ball very well on both ends for a guard.
Christopher Stephen Barrett, 6-4+, 170, F, Baltimore Supreme (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Developing wing forward; Ran the floor very well; showed a soft touch around the basket; Range consisted
of 12- foot jumper.
Will Bowen (W), 6-6, F, Central Elite (PA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Big bodied highly skilled forward; Smart player; knows how to score around the basket and play big down
low.
Tommy Bruner, 6-1, G, Team CP3 (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tough and fundamentally sound guard; Plays the game in a calm demeanor.

Rhett Merritt Carter, 6-6, 220, F, BABC (MA) – 8TH Grade (2019)
Solid and developing young big; has some work to do on both ends of the floor. Intriguing young big, brings
all the intangibles all BABC players bring toughness!
Matthew Cross, 6-5, F, BABC (MA) – 8TH Grade (2019)
Solid all around fundamentally sound wing forward; knocks down the 15-16 foot jumper; showed he could
score off the dribble and make plays off the dribble.
Karam Cummings, 6-2, SG, Philly Triple Threat (PA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Nice size guard; handle; Scores in a variety ways on the floor; strokes the 3 and finish with ease around the
basket using his size to advantage.
Jamel Davis, 6-2, SG, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Slashing wing; finish in the open court; knock down the 15-foot jumper.
15 -feet.
Jyare Davis, 6’4, WF, Rip City (PA) – 7th Grade (2020)
High/low post skills, can score the ball off the dribble, steps out 12-15 feet with the face up shot, defends,
runs the floor well, solid on the glass.
Keishawn Thomas Davidson, 5-8, PG, Middle Tennessee Impact (TN) – 8th Grade (2019)
Cat-quick ball handler; possesses the poise and patients of a coach on the floor. Runs the team and shows
great leadership intangibles you are looking for in a PG running your team.
Kaleb Derozan, 6-0, 165, LA Razorbacks Elite (LA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tough power guard; at his best being physical and being a demon on the defensive end of the floor;
Showed he could hit the 15-17 foot jumper and scored off penetration.
Caleb Emerson Dorsey, 6-2, WF/G, Baltimore Supreme (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Intriguing young wing; impressed with ability to create and score off the dribble; Looked comfortable stroking
the 17 foot jumper; Caleb has the potential to be one best players in the class if he is willing put the work in.
Victor Dupree 5’11 130 G South Louisiana Select (LA) -8th Grade (2019)
Probably was the best on ball defender we saw all week…Very good size and long arms which he uses to
his advantage to help him keep defenders in front of him or create opportunities for steals. Very active
hands and moves his feet very well to keep himself in good defensive position…Scored in transition off easy
layups which he created from his defense.
Anthony Edwards, 6-2, WG, Game Elite (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Smooth good-looking wing; impress with his ability to stroke the 3; knock down the mid-range jumper; also
looked comfortable handling the ball and playing some point in pinch.
Justin Fleming, 6’2, WF, Game Elite (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tough dribble drive moves with finish, defends up or down, knocks down the deep 3 pointers, potential 2
position player, and high energy player.

Darryl Flowers 5’11 150 PG Bravehearts 19 (AL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Strong hard-nosed point guard who is always in attack mode. He puts a lot of pressure on defenders with
his crafty dribble moves and is always attacking the basket. Very fast off the dribble and kept defenders on
their heels in transition and the half court.
Chase Forte, 5-6, 2/1G, Garner Road (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Slashing little scoring guard; showed he could handle and play the point; but Chase was at his best putting
the ball in the basket.
Michael Fowler, 6-7, C/F, Team CP3 (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Nice size; Plays a little soft look for that part of his game to improve with maturity and age. Michael runs the
floor extremely well. Tremendous upside!
Jett Fortuny, 6-0, SG, Garner Road (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Skinny spot up 3pt shooter; need room to get his shot off; will knock down the deep 3.
Jordan Gallimore, 6-5, F, NY Gauchos (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Nice size combo forward plays inside/outside; Moves well in traffic; scored with consistency from12 feet and
in.
Jason Dean Gibson (W), 5-9, PG, Maryland Playmakers-Black (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Crafty and tough PG; didn’t back down from anyone at the 14U national. Plays with the swagger of little
Jason Williams; Tricky ball-handler and passer; also showed he could stroke the perimeter jumper.
Oluwatoni Elewa-Gidado, 6-5, PF, Baltimore Supreme (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
A large young man; Runs the floor very well for a youngster his size; provided interior defense; Didn't mind
mixing it up down low and scoring close to the basket; Oluwatoni is a piece a clay right now. But talking to the
coaches, Oluwatoni doesn’t mind putting in the work...Which is a good sign.
Chaz Gwyn 6’1, PG Team CP3 (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Heady point guard; makes good decisions on a very loaded team; Really good decision maker in transition.
Has really good size and knows how to use his size to keep defenders on his hip when penetrating to the
basket. Has good court vision.
Jason Hall, 5-3, PG, Indy Hoyas (IN) – 8th Grade (2019)
Super quick little guard; strong/steady ball-handler; penetrate; passed the extremely well into the post; when
left open knock down the 17 footer consistently.
Ian Hardy, 6-3, WF/G, Game Elite (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Quick slashing lefty baseline-scoring wing; looks more comfortable out in the open court.
Donald Hartsfield, 6-2, WF/G, Garner Road (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Active wing; need to get stronger; Set shot shooter has a push shot that need to be improve upon.

Maurice Harvey 6’2 170 WG Southern Stampede (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Wiry, bouncy; athletic kid who runs the floor with a high motor and lots of energy…Finished in transition with
both hands and looks to attack the basket aggressively from the wings…Uses his athleticism well on
defense by moving his feet and using his length and quick jump to block shots…Very active player that can
be one to watch if he continues to work at the next level.
Christopher Hinton, 6-4+, Team CP3 (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Nice size (234lbs) inside player; Hope he grows…Used his strength and ability to score down on the block
with ease.
Chase Hunter 6’3 190 CG Dream Chasers Academy (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Good size guard for the next level who did a good job of attacking well off the dribble. He used his strength
and size to finish in the lane over the bigger players…Knocked down open jump shots when left unguarded.
Shot the ball off the dribble consistently.
Kenyon Jackson, 6-5, F, Game Elite (GA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Nice size forward; Holds position well down low; plays well down low; Quick leaping finisher; range extends
out to 12 feet and in; overall offensive game need some work.
Tyrese Jenkins, 6-6, C, Team Loaded (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Strong baseline scorer and rebounder…for a player his size moves very well in down low.
Terrence “TJ” Jones 5’7 ½, G South Louisiana Select (LA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Pretty good ball handler who makes very good decisions with the basketball in his hands…did a really good
job of breaking down his man off the dribble and penetrating into the lane where he created easy baskets for
himself or made the proper pass to teammates for other easy scores.
Tyler Krivitzkin, 5’8, PG, SF Thunder (FL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Very crafty point guard, throwback feel to his game, puts you in the mind of John Stockton, knock down the
deep 3 pointer with ease, makes really good decisions with the ball off the dribble, tough little competitor.
Keyshaun Langley, 6’1, G, CP3 (NC) - 8th Grade (2019)
Athletic finisher, handles, slashing scorer, 3 point range, defends, very quick end to end.
Christopher George Margarites (W), 6-1, WF/G, MD Playmakers-Black (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Fundamentally sound shooter; Knock down 3pt shooter; should the ability to hit the trey in transition. Smart
player knows how to move and get open.
Ryan James Marshall, 6-3, WF, Maryland Playmakers-Black (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Solid all-around baseline scorer; slash and knocks down the 15-17 foot jumper.
Kareem May, 5-8, PG, Brooklyn Rens (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Ultra quick penetrating ball handler; hit the floater and showed he could get to the basket at any given
moment.

Jaden McClanahan, 5-7, PG, City Stars (CA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tough PG; Runs the show; makes sound decisions on the floor; Penetrates and knocks down the open
jumper.
Jovon McClanahan, 5-7, 150, PG, City Stars (CA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Twin brother; well-built ball handler who gets after it on the defensive end of the floor; strong driver; takes the
bump; passed the ball extremely well and knock down the 3 consistently throughout the 14U tournament.
Jose Mesones, 6’3, WF, SF Thunder (FL) – 8th Grade (2019)
Reminds BHS staff of a young Kevin McHale in terms of his body and movements, long arms and good
footwork allow him to score in a variety of ways 15 feet and in, active rebounder through positioning, very
good fundamentals, good basketball instincts, defends, gets a lot out of average athleticism by outworking
his competition.
Deante Mobley, 5-8, PG, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Lefty PG; handles sees the floor; dribble/drive/find the open shooter passer and showed to be a consistent
open 3pt shooter.
Isaiah Mohammed, 6-5, 180, F, New Heights (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Contest everything in the paint, developing back to the basket skills, can catch and finish in traffic, blocks
shot with great timing, volume rebounder, needs to get stronger, plays with an edge.
Timothy Montgomery, 5-8, PG, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Quick open court penetrator and passer…Looked comfortable scoring the ball when needed.
Oluwatofunmi Olufemi, 6-6, PF, Baltimore Supreme (MD) – 8th Grade (2019)
Another large youngster on the Supreme team; also need the work in the gym. He is a very raw but on the
defensive end of the floor he is a force.
Kayvon Ransom, 6’4, F, Brooklyn Rens (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Lanky forward, high/low post skills, face up 15-17 feet, uses both hands to finish at the rim, solid defender
and rebounder.
Leonard Ricca, 5’11, SG, SF Thunder (FL) – 8th Grade (2019)
3 point jump shooter; good moves off the dribble to set up mid-range shot, solid handle, moves well without
the ball, solid defender, fundamentally sound player.
Asim Richards, 6-5, F, Philly Triple Threat (PA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Strong baseline scorer; cleans the glass and played big down low on both ends of the floor.
Josh Rubio, 6-5, F, Team Richmond (VA) – 8th Grader (2019)
Inside force down low; didn’t mind mixing it up and doing all the dirty work down low.

Damon Jamal Sanders, 6-1, 170, PG, Team Loaded (VA) – 8th Grade (2019)

Solid PG; features good size and ability to run the team; makes shots; get his teammates involved in the
flow of the game.
Kydarius Smith, 6-5, 186, F, Team Richmond (VA) – 8th Grader (2019)
Baseline scorer and rebounder; Moves very well in traffic and showed solid footwork down low.
Xavier Wilson, 6’3, New Heights (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Smooth athlete, high/low post skills, decent perimeter handle, passes well from high post, finished well in
the lane, always around the ball, good athlete.
Kavon Thibodeaux, 6’4, WF, City Heat – 8th Grade (2019)
Physical forward, very active rebounder, quick feet good hands, defends post or wing, solid finisher on the
catch, quick end to end.
Rikelein Santiago, 6’5, F, Rip City (PA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Runs floor, strong frame, good athlete but not overly vertical, uses size and strength to establish position
and finish, defends, rebounds.
Dajuan Piper, 5’6, G, New Heights (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Athletic combo guard, tricky handle, gets in the lane and hits the open man, over penetrates at times, tough
dribble moves with acrobatic finish, good vision in the open court, 3 point range, and tough on the ball
defender.
David Reynolds 6’4 163 WF Nashville Burners Elite 19 (TN) – 8th Grade (2019)
Big time player that plays in the painted area with a lot of good offensive moves in and around the
basket…Bouncy kid with good hands...Caught the ball well on the move and in transition. Once he gets his
hands on the ball in the half court, he scores. He has good post moves with his back to the basket and can
also face up from the top of the key and use good dribble drives to get himself to the basket…Bouncy kid
that can finish above the rim.
Matthew Smith 6’3 ½ 186 F Team Charlotte (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
Rebounded the ball very well on both ends of the floor…Ran the floor looking to finish in transition on the
break. Kid did a really good job of defending the post and even blocked a few shots outside of his area and
on help defense.
Kevin Tate 6’1, G Team Charlotte (NC) – 8th Grade (2019)
A deadly knock down shooter from anywhere on the floor…Does not need a lot of space to get his shot off.
Elevates well on his jump shot and releases it quickly and out of reach of defenders. Can put it on the floor
but usually will pull up for the midrange jumper.
Tyson Walker, 5’6, 145, PG, New Heights (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Tricky ball-handler; great court vision; Penetrates; Dishes in traffic; knocks down the 3pt shooter.

Ethan Andre Brittain-Watts, 5-8+, 145, PG, Indy Hoyas (IN) – 8th Grade (2019)

Tough floor general; control the pace and the flow of the game; played with a lot of poise and made
excellent decisions with the ball.
Jaylon Williams 6’0 170 G South Louisiana Select (LA) – 8th Grade (2019)
Big; strong body shooting guard who used his size and strength to create space to get off his jump
shot…Knocked down open jump shots all week from different spots on the floor.
Xavier Wilson, 6-3, 170, G/F, New Heights (NY) – 8th Grade (2019)
Solid versatile wing; Xavier possesses the skill set to play all of the perimeter position at a high level.

